
Basis period reform: The

countdown is on 

What does this mean for you?

Watch our webinar with Product Manager

Corbyn Turner as he explains the recent

changes in the basis period and sheds light

on the impact it may have. Discover the

strategic approach IRIS has taken in

updating our Tax solutions, learn how IRIS

can simplify your processes, and explore the

associated benefits of IRIS Desktop and IRIS

Elements Tax.

 
WATCH NOW

 

Protecting your practice against

dirty money as AML checks tighten 

It's crucial to keep AML compliance at the

forefront of your practice's priorities.

Discover the real-world repercussions

firsthand as UK accountants face fines for

falling short on AML compliance. 

Did you know IRIS has helped accountants

with more than 70,000 AML checks*

Download our free guide and discover

yourself why we’re a trusted provider. 

*Between May 2021 – November 2023 

 
PROTECT YOUR PRACTICE

What can businesses do to grow? 

Discover strategies for business growth in a

year marked by a 40-year high in inflation

rates and soaring living costs. Tune in to our

podcast featuring Head of Market Insights,

Steve Cox, and acclaimed Author, Keynote

Speaker, and Business Owner, Carl Reader.

Gain valuable guidance on steering your

business through these unpredictable times.

Don't miss this insightful discussion on

navigating challenges and fostering growth

in the face of uncertainty.

 
LISTEN NOW

 

Accountex

We had an absolute blast this year at

Accountex! We launched our new Hybrid by

Design concept in London and hosted a

sensational afterparty on a boat, attended

by VIPs, with Chris Moyles on the decks.

Meanwhile, in Manchester, we proudly

served as the Official Antidote for

Accountants & Bookkeepers, guiding

professionals through the App-ocalypse to

save them from app overload.

Catch us at Accountex in 2024— we're

determined to make next year even more

unforgettable than the last!

 
SURVIVE THE APPOCALYPSE

And that’s a wrap of 2023! It has been a very exciting year here at IRIS, we’ve had new

product launches, acquisitions and we continue to support over 24,000 accountancy

practices. We’ve put together IRIS wrapped showcasing our top webinars, blogs,

podcasts and more throughout 2023. 

Busy season is here, and as the Official Supporter of Accountants & Bookkeepers

we're here to support you 365 days a year. We know how difficult it can be, so we’ve

put together a variety of tools that can help make this busy season your season. 

Let’s start 2024 off with a bang and continue to thrive! 

 

 

 

 

Howards Accountants has implemented a four day working

week with support from IRIS Outsourcing

Howards Accountants has implemented a four day working week with support from

IRIS Outsourcing.

“The turnaround and quality of the work we’ve outsourced have been beyond what we

expected, so that’s been a very positive experience. We’re really impressed. Tax returns

were even done over the festive period, I could see it happening from my phone and they

were just flying through. The quality of the work has genuinely been really high.”

READ THE FULL STORY

 

 

 

Get the best of both worlds without compromise 

With IRIS, you can handle both simple and complex compliance tasks effortlessly in a single

platform. You will have a single client list that seamlessly syncs between desktop and cloud,

providing the best of both worlds. This not only saves you time but also allows you to

provide exceptional services to your clients. This enables you to be on the top of your

deadlines and simplify your client onboarding while reducing non chargeable time when

doing so.  

 Having all the information in one place, without the need to re-key it multiple times, which

saves you time and reduces the likelihood of error. Bring the joy into client onboarding and

improve your profitability at the same time. Have a peace of mind knowing you can work

safely and securely from anywhere at anytime without compromising on quality of software

that you are using and reliability of secure connection. 

GET IN TOUCH
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